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S-O-W: How a Global Leader
spells workforce success with a
focus on Statements of Work

SAP Fieldglass Case Study

Designing a thoughtful solution around
specific goals
This company is a worldwide leader that designs, manufactures and
sells networking equipment. It employs more than 75,000 workers
to serve its customers worldwide. With more than $1.5 billion in
Statement of Work (SOW) spend and $65 million in contingent labor
spend, this organization looked to SAP Fieldglass to help it achieve
three high-level goals surrounding its services procurement and
external workforce management program:
Deliver an end-to-end business process for external
workers at the company. This included simplifying
and improving its contracting process across its
global labor by standardizing rates and leveraging
spend by volume.

About SAP Fieldglass
SAP Fieldglass, a longstanding leader
in external talent management and
services procurement, is used by
organizations around the world to
find, engage and manage all types of
flexible resources. Our cloud-based,
open platform has been deployed in
more than 180 countries and helps
companies transform how work gets
done, increase operational agility
and accelerate business outcomes
in the digital economy. Backed by
the resources of SAP, our customers
benefit from a roadmap driven by a
continuous investment in innovation.

Mitigate risk by ensuring compliance to regulations,
classification, tenure and other requirements. The
organization also hoped to minimize its exposure to
legal and financial risk while allowing managers to
focus on finding high quality talent.
Provide visibility into external workforce data. This
increased visibility into spend would also enable
managers to make informed, data-driven hiring
decisions.
The company benefited from having a strong, engaged team of
stakeholders to help define and identify which specific business
objectives would help the company meet its top-line goals. By
thoroughly examining each department’s needs prior to
implementing SAP Fieldglass, the organization was able to develop
a solution that would meet both long- and short-term objectives:

Procurement
•
•
•
•
•

100% of spend managed through the program
7% savings of managed labor spend
Phased rationalization of labor suppliers through the program
100% compliance with engagement types
100% compliance with global procurement and
HR policies
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Finance
•
•
•
•
•

Generate and capture meaningful measures and views
Identify and capture appropriate finance and accounting controls
Provide visibility into finance business intelligence
Properly align accounting, expense reporting structure and management process
100% compliance with global procurement and HR policies

HR
• 100% policy compliance
• 100% users trained for tool

Focus on SOWs
The company uses SAP Fieldglass’ SOW functionality in conjunction with its procurement system.
The SOW is created and approved in SAP Fieldglass, then immediately and automatically flows into
the procurement system where the Purchase Order (PO) is then generated and transmitted back to
SAP Fieldglass.
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SAP Fieldglass has helped the organization simplify many of its time-consuming processes associated
with managing a large services program. For example, it had previously required managers to create/
recreate SOWs and resubmit SOW workers quarterly as their procurement policies did not allow POs to
be revised.
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To ease this burden, SAP Fieldglass created and implemented the “Copy SOW”
feature. This allows the company to effectively copy all active workers and
generate a new PO with minimal impact on its hiring managers. The organization
was also concerned that foreign suppliers subject to Fixed, Determinable, Annual
or Periodic withholding might add workers from multiple locations onto the same SOW. This risk was
mitigated by using custom fields and SAP Fieldglass’ standard reporting tools.

Results, successes, and what’s next
By implementing SAP Fieldglass, the company has achieved a number of successes around both
services and external labor. Most significantly, it has realized $33+ million in services cost savings to
date, which can be attributed to competitively bidding SOWs and identifying commoditized SOWs.
In addition, the organization has realized other soft savings by tracking SOW revisions, enforcing
approvals and limits based on preapproved amounts, and avoidance savings.
Additional results include:
• The assurance of a formal process, singular
tool and published external worker policy
• A formal tenure policy to address compliance
• Proper system and building access ensured
through SAP Fieldglass
• Rate reporting for all managers to better
manage costs

• Proper worker classification guaranteed
throughout the managed spend portfolio
• Secure transfer of SAP Fieldglass data to
the company’s business intelligence tool for
reporting

The organization has no plans to slow down. Because of the visibility it now
has into its external labor and SOW engagements, the company is able to
consider many new optimization opportunities, with current efforts including
further consolidation, vendor negotiations and reorganizations as well as labor
category redistributions.

Learn more
The world of work is changing, and SAP Fieldglass is leading the way with innovative solutions that harness the power of the
external workforce in driving the digital economy. Explore additional resources on www.fieldglass.com/resources to learn more
about the external workforce and the way work gets done.
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Follow us

www.fieldglass.com/contact
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP
affiliate company.
The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors contain
proprietary software components of other software vendors. National
product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any
kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or
SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth
in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty.
In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated
companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or
platforms, directions, and functionality are all subject to change and
may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for
any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a
commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or
functionality. All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements, and they should not be relied upon in making
purchasing decisions.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well
as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of
SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries.
All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of
their respective companies.
See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information
and notices.

